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The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable one persists in trying to
adapt the world to himself. Therefore all progress depends on the unreasonable man.
George Bernard Shaw

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

T

he MTAS process has been a roller coaster ride for
trainees as well as everybody else connected with the
process. I have reasons to believe that so far the process
by and large has been fair and we expect appointments will
be on the basis of merit. We also expect that the next round
of recruitment will be based on merit ! We are keeping a
close watch on the situation.
During the MTAS saga many of our members were unhappy about the position
of BMA vis-A-vis IMGs. Suspicions were further raised following `leaked' draft
document from the MTAS review committee of which BMA was a member. We
were then informed by a reliable source that there were behind the door
discussions going on between the DH and BMA to side line the IMGs. At the
same time BMA was hosting a meeting of IMG organisations to discuss ways to
support them! Was there a hint of double standards? Once again, we stood up
to unfair practice and decided to boycott the meeting. Subsequent events
including resignation of the BMA chairman and the story that many members
are deserting the BMA perhaps confirm our suspicions.
Last month BAPIO held a useful meeting with GMC which is reported in this
issue. In another meeting BAPIO was represented by Dr Arun Perumpallil at
RCGP recertification committee.

UPDATE
MTAS Round 2 Regulations OK for IMGs
BAPIO has been informed by the DH that their
guidance (which BAPIO had challenged) will not
be applied to second round too. This means
that applicants on the Highly Skilled Migrant
Programme (HSMP) and others with limited
leave to remain, who meet all other eligibility
criteria, will be able to compete for training
programmes. This is BAPIO victory- your
victory.
However the DH have reiterated that the 5th
February date for the assessment of all
eligibility criteria will also be maintained We
know this is unfair. Our legal team has advised
that there is a good case to bring for
individuals who have been offered a post and
then withdrawn because their passport was not
stamped for HSMP on 5th February. In fact it
would make sense if all these people came
together to fight for their career. BAPIO legal
team will be happy to advice these individuals.
Please contact Dr Satheesh Mathew for advice.
(Satheesh.mathew@ntlworld.com).

I and Satheesh Mathew were invited to the launch of All British Pakistani
Physicians Association. We have assured them issue based collaboration.

BAPIO BOYCOTS BMA

Under the freedom of information act; we had requested details of RITA D and E
victims from deaneries. A report is included in this issue. As expected the trend
is discriminatory and we are taking this up with COP-MED and DH. Thanks to
Lakshman, Raghavan Kadalraja and Rekha Shroff for their hard work in
analysing the data.

BAPIO boycotted the International Action
Group meeting hosted by BMA following a
‘leaked’ document on Channel 4
programme which raised suspicions that the
BMA was negotiating with the DoH and
MTAS to undermine the position of IMGS in
relation to the MTAS recruitment process.

Increasing number of cases are being reported to us where the Ethnic Minority
Doctors are unfairly treated and the assistance from the BMA or defence Unions
is not satisfactory. We are seriously considering all the possible options to
support our members.
Finally, I had the privilege to have been invited to meet Sri Sri Ravi Shankar the
founder of "Art of Living" and a nominee for Nobel prize for peace. He was in
London on his way to Iraq at the invitation of Iraqi PM to assist bringing peace in
that troubled area. A picture of simplicity and calm his message for BAPIO
members was "Serve others and happiness will come to you.

BAPIO has asked for a categorical public
assurance from BMA that it will support the
position of IMGS and ensure fair treatment.
BAPIO believes that there is a fresh
opportunity for BMA to plan action that can
improve confidence of the IMGS in the new
leadership after the resignation of Mr
James Johnson as its Chairman.

Dr Ramesh Mehta

Have you paid your BAPIO membership fee?
BAPIO request all its members who haven’t yet paid the annual
membership fee to do the same at the earliest. Also don’t forget to put the
payment on a standing instruction so that you don’t have to remember this
next year.
Norwich and Peterborough Building Society
Sort core 08-60-81 Account No: 92008541
Membership application form can be downloaded at

http://www.bapio.co.uk

Annual General Meeting of British Association of
Physicians of Indian Origin will be held on 30th June
2007 at 7:30pm followed by dinner at Bedford.
Members intending to attend the AGM, please RSVP
Hon Secretary Dr Satwinder Basra
Email: ssbasra@aol.com or Fax: 01234 795820

Spouses and guests £10 per person

RSVP by 21st June 2007
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BAPIO MEETS GMC

More RITA D and E to EMDs!
From the information obtained under the freedom of
information act from UK Post Graduate Medical
Deaneries BAPIO has discovered that during the
annual assessment of training (RITA) of the
Specialist Registrars those from Ethnic Minority origin
fare worst. There was obvious disproportionate
representation of Ethnic Minority Doctors including
those graduated in the UK in RITA D (requiring targeted
training) and RITA E (needing retraining). It was also
found that there is no consistency of data collection
between various deaneries while many deaneries were
not able to provide the information for 5 years. BAPIO
has written to all the Post graduate deaneries about its
concerns and has raised the issue with the COPMED
and the Department of Health.
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BAPIO had further constructive and positive meeting with
the GMC on 3 May 07. BAPIO was represented by Dr.
Umesh Prabhu and Dr. Satheesh Mathew. The GMC side
included Dr. Edwin Borman the Chairman of GMC Equality
and Diversity Committee, Mr. Paul Buckley, Director of
Strategy and Planning and Mr. Paul Philip, The Director of
Standards and Fitness to Practice. Following are the
salient points of discussion:

•

BAPIO made it very clear to the GMC that many of our
members feel that they are let down by the GMC.

•

GMC accepted that it is simply not good enough for
them to say "There is no racism in the GMC". They will
conduct more detailed and robust research as to why
disproportionately more ethnic minority doctors are
being referred.

Dr Lakshman, Vice Chair for policy said "We are fully
aware that these data are not complete and not
conclusive but the trend is adequate to concern us and
emphasise to us the need to look at this area carefully.
The poor quality of responses also suggests to us that
while deaneries may be collecting these data, they may
not be monitoring the results or looking into reasons for
any discrepancies".

•

BAPIO suggested
reference group
Minority Doctors'
are protected and

•

BAPIO congratulated the GMC for its effort to
recruit more ethnic minority doctors on to their FTP
panel

Dr Ramesh Mehta, President of
BAPIO thanked Drs Raghavan
Kadalraja, Rekha Shroff and
Anjali Patwardhan for their
efforts in preparing
this report.

•

BAPIO expressed concern that many locum doctors do
not get a fair deal as most of these doctors are
referred straight to the GMC as there are not in any
managed NHS system.

that GMC should form an external
to include amongst others Ethnic
representatives to ensure patients
doctors are dealt fairly and equally.

Both sides agreed to continue the dialogue
Dr Raghavan Kadalraja
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FIVE MINUTE
Interview
Give more of what you want say the wise. If you
find yourself not getting the respect you want, give
more respect to others. If you find you are not
getting the love you want, give away more love.
When you find you are not getting enough of
something, check if you are giving enough of the
same thing.
More than 90% of those who live in the United
Kingdom were born here. Ethnic minorities,
contrary to what one may perceive from media, are
still only a small part of the 66 million people who
live here. Most people from all ethnic minorities
want to belong, to be loved, to be recognised for
what they are doing. Most are grateful for the good
quality of life and security they obtain in this
country. Most want to be integrated into society
though they do not want to lose all sense of their
original identity. Most contribute to the society and
economy here and give more than they take.
Isolation and separation breeds suspicion.
Coming together creates understanding and mutual
respect. As doctors from the Indian subcontinent
we are in a privileged position where we enjoy the
respect of the majority community as well as that
of those who share our ethnicity. We must use this
wisely to promote cohesion.
In a story ‘Adolf Hitler stole my pink rabbit’, a
Jewish father tells his daughter ‘‘People think we
are selfish, so we must be 10 times more generous
than everyone else, people think we are not good
so we must be 10 times as good as everyone else,
people think we are not honest, so we have to be
much more than honest - we just have to try so
much harder’’. This is true for all ethnic
minority immigrants - we have to work hard at all
times to reverse any prejudicial stereotypes that my
have been implanted into hearts of people. At all
times we are ambassadors for our race and origins
and we cannot forget this in any our words,
thoughts or actions.
When we all start giving to the community we
will get so much more than we would have every
imagined. That is the law of nature and what the
wise have told us many times. Let us start doing
this now.
Dukhi Atma

Dr NandaKumar (Badebhaiya)
Every one in Indigo the BAPIO's
discussion forum knows Dr Calathur
NandaKumar as 'Badebhaiya' (Elder
Brother).
He is a tireless worker
slogging away quietly and moderating
hundreds of messages a week on Indigo
without any grumble or expectations.
He is a symbol of modesty and kindness.
Below are extracts from his interview to the Harmony.
Born at Pattukkottai, in Tanjavur District, Tamilnadu he was
the first anaesthetist to administer anaesthesia for open
heart surgery when it was started in Stanley Medical
College in 1989.
"I see many challenges for the EMDs in NHS. The need to
constantly prove oneself demands constant vigilance, effort
and quest for excellence. The changes in immigration rules
have made it even more difficult for EMDs. The mistakes
committed by EMDs result in harsher punishment'
'NHS is heading towards at least partial privatisation and
Nurse Practitioners could make it more difficult for doctors
in secure em-ployment in the NHS".
"The Indi_go is a very vast and varied forum that needs to
be handled carefully. I try to tone down the emotions and
encourage and bring forth the timid. It has been a difficult
job, but one that brings me immense satisfaction, despite
occasional criticism. Indigo is crucial for BAPIO as it gives
us the finger on the pulse of the IMGs. I wish more senior
members use this forum to get in and keep in touch with
the grass roots".
"I joined BAPIO because I felt that this was the only
organisation doing substantial work for the IMGS. In
BAPIO I have been honoured, appreciated, valued and
supported much more than I expected or deserved and I
am deeply touched. There are far more capable leaders
whose vision is along the same lines as mine and I am
quite happy to do what I can to help achieve this. Even if
we provide some support for our colleagues in need, that is
a wonderful achievement".

Buddhdev Appointed as Director of ASIAN LITE
Buddhdev Pandya MBE, BAPIO’s Honorary
Corporate Advisor has been invited to join as
a Director of Asian Lite, a national Asian
tabloid. Email: buddhdevp@googlemail.com
www..asianlite@co.uk

A QUOTE OF THE MONTH: EASTERN EYE
Editorial column: "British Association of Physicians of
Indian Origin (BAPIO) pressure group has scored a goal
for our community this week. Asian origin trainee doctors
have long suspected that deans were marking their papers
too harshly in comparison to non-Asian candidates.
Instead of just screaming into the wind like many campaign
groups, BAPIO actually invested money and time into
proving its point. The NHS can no longer deny the
discrepancy and must take action to investigate why
examiners are too tough on Asian doctors. "
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BAPIO assists DH in Hepatitis B
awareness campaign

Englishness

O

ne of the books that impressed me in my
teenage years was ‘Man watching’ by
Desmond Morris. At first it caught my
attention because of graphic pictures. It also
stimulated my interest in people’s behaviour and
dispassionate and non-judgemental observation.
I came to UK two years ago after Graduation
in Mysore, India. I had my share of PPUD life. I did
clinical attachment, Honorary Job and locums;
mainly night shifts during winter of 2005.
I came across another interesting book while
in UK ‘Watching the English’ by Kate Fox.
It examines the hidden rules of English behaviour
the ever so common Weather talk, humour, dress
code and moaning. I have heard many well-known
individuals talk about Britishness or Englishness.
This is my impression about Englishness.
‘Good Manners [some teenagers excluded],
Good English, BBC, NHS that includes GPs and
Consultants with Bow Tie, Monarchy, dry sense of
humour, underplaying things, Punctuality, shrewd
sense of Money, Love for Holiday, Love for sunlight
and Travel, Educated Compromise, Cricket, Debate
and more recently Quiz, Art, Gardening, Taste for
good things in Life, Long Telomeres; I mean
longevity [please read recent edition of Lancet],
Beautiful Landscape and Country side, Fairness,
Sense of Legacy and finally Good old Cup of Tea
represent Englishness. Few Individuals in Big
Brother do not represent majority of people, I am
sorry.’
Darshan Venugopalpura,
Foundation year two Doctor. Southampton General

Hospital. Email: Darshan54@gmail.com

Dr
Kawal
Sabharwal
represented BAPIO at a meeting
to find ways to bring greater
awareness about Hepatitis B
amongst
south
Asian
population.
The event was organised by
the DH on 23rd April at the Roach Offices in
London
The
event attracted delegates from
medical profession and various other walks
of life who gave their ideas and suggestions
to help in the development of awareness in
the non English speaking population.
One of the main aims was to encourage
the people to come forward for screening on
voluntary basis. Emphasis was on
development of advertising material in
various languages which should be attractive
and easily understandable to lay population.
Series of future discussion meeting were
planned to take the matter further.
——————————————————————————–

BAPIO WEBSITE GETS NEW LOOKS!
BAPIO WEBSITE www.bapio.co.uk has
undergone extensive refurbishments (updates are
still going on). The website has become more user
friendly and full of useful resources. We plan to
restrict the resources section exclusively to BAPIO
members soon. Membership application form can
be downloaded at;

APPEAL UPDATE
For the updates about the legal
action, please visit

www.bapioaction.moonfruit.com

HARMONY NEWS LETTER
Feedback & suggestions to
Dr Sajayan
Email: sajayan@gmail.com
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